WKYC-TV MONTHLY DOCUMENTARY REPORT

OCTOBER, 1966

SERIES: Montage
STORY TITLE: "Ohio Heritage: Ohio & the Presidency," Part I

WKYC-TV AIR DATE: October 1, 1966
RUNNING TIME: 24:48 inc. color ann.
(1:42/6:17/13:02/1:51)

STORYLINE: Part one of a two part examination of the U.S. presidents from Ohio: the Harrisons, William Henry & Benjamin Grant, Garfield, Hayes, McKinley, Taft and Harding. Included in part one are Presidents W. H. Harrison, Grant, and Hayes. Filmed on location throughout Ohio at the libraries, monuments, tombs, etc., of the presidents. Vintage stills capsule biographical data in addition to present day footage. Appearing in program is Dean Donald Gavin, John Carroll University, who comments on the contributions of these presidents. (Type: education.)

( NB: a 46:22 composite color film version of Parts I and II is also available)

PRODUCER: Bill Leonard
DIRECTOR: Bill Leonard
NARRATOR: Virgil Dominic

WRITER: Bill Leonard

TYPE: Color tape

COMMERCIAL POSITIONS: 4--:60

CLEARANCE REQUIREMENTS: Music

PRODUCTION START DATE: 7--66

PRODUCTION END DATE: 9--66

PRESENT STATUS: Complete
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